AERO is the solution for the right

3

ventilation

The window ventilator range for intelligent,
controlled ventilation.

Window systems
Door systems
Comfort systems

We bring spaces to life.
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AERO enhances well-being.

Three dimensions and four walls result
in a space. But still no living space.
Because a living space represents a
dynamic entity incorporating many
factors and functions: security, comfort,
health, aesthetics, sustainability, energy
efficiency and much more. But the focus
is always on people.

Room comfort is thus no longer the
sum of many detailed solutions, but the
result of a holistic approach. To convert
diverse requirements, expectations and
needs into innovative and marketable
solutions is what drives us. For example, with our AERO window-mounted
ventilators.

In short: A space is a system and a window ventilator, therefore, is not just a
ventilator. System that brings spaces to
life and gives people a sense of well-being. Living spaces.

With a breath of fresh air, AERO brings
more room comfort into the home –
oxygen-rich, filtered air lets everyone
breathe more freely. And what’s more,
they can breathe a sigh of relief as their
heating costs are reduced and their
property retains its value. In terms
of assembly and retrofitting, AERO
wall-mounted ventilators continue to
stand for greatest possible flexibility and
simplified procedures.

This kind of thinking in terms of systems
has a long tradition at SIEGENIA. Today,
we are the leading system provider of
room comfort: with window, door and
comfort systems. In short: A space is a
system and a window ventilator, therefore, is not just a ventilator.
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It’s no secret
that you need to ventilate.
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Controlled ventilation for an indoor
environment that is positive in every way.

A well controlled, healthy indoor environment performs several tasks simultaneously: It doesn’t just support our
well-being and performance levels, it
also provides lasting protection to the
building structure from humidity and
mould.

Intelligent solutions are needed to
satisfy energy concerns relating to
building ventilation. This is because conventional window ventilation is reaching
its limit. The use of controlled ventilation technology also offers real benefits
for intruder protection.

Effective protection from mould, damage caused by humidity and security.

Truly cost effective with
sustainable energy efficiency.

Protecting the building structure from
mould and damage caused by humidity requires sufficient ventilation – not
always a matter of course with building
shells that are increasingly air-tight.
It is neither reasonable to expect nor
possible in practice for a tenant, for example, to open all the windows several
times a day. According to current law,
the landlord is responsible for ensuring
that adequate ventilation is possible,
for example by installing decentralised ventilation units. This is not only
effective protection against damage to
the building structure. Ventilating with
closed windows – instead of tilted or
even open windows – increases protection against intruders.

The new German Energy Saving Regulations (EnEV) and the energy performance certificate have set a clear target
for the considerable reduction of energy
consumption in buildings.
This is possible with well insulated and
particularly air-tight building shells,
which noticeably reduce heat loss and
heating costs as a result. But controlled
ventilation technology using window-mounted and wall-mounted ventilators is also a deciding factor here. This
is because air exchange by the conventional method of opening the window
will very quickly cancel out the heating
energy saved. For this reason, numerous
incentive programmes also support the
installation of energy-efficient ventilation devices in many cases.

Trend of energy loss in different
ventilation systems
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Window
ventilation

Supply and exhaust air
unit with heat recovery
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Our window-mounted
ventilators: Keep the windows
closed yet open up new
horizons for indoor comfort.
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A warm recommendation:
window ventilators with heat recovery.

SIEGENIA offers an extensive range of
innovative ventilation units for installation in or around windows. Whether
nearly invisible or visually striking, our
ventilation systems are more than just
powerful. They are exceptionally versatile and flexible, thanks to their modular design. This allows even the most
demanding and unusual of projects to
be achieved exactly as planned.
Active or passive ventilators?
A fundamental property of a window-mounted ventilator is its classification as an active or passive ventilator.
A passive device (without a fan) is based
on the natural pressure differential
between cooler outdoor air and the
heated, used air in the room and ensures
a controlled exchange of air. Where
there is an artificially created pressure

differential due to centralised or decentralised ventilation (e.g. in the kitchen
or bathroom), a passive device ensures
there is a supply of fresh outdoor air.
An active ventilator has a motorised fan
to provide controlled ventilation.
Energy efficient ventilation.
The best example of the possibilities
and advantages offered by intelligent
ventilation technology is heat recovery. Here, it is ultimately all about a fair
exchange. The heat in the used exhaust
air is transferred to the inflowing fresh
air through a special heat exchanger,
allowing the fresh air to be pre-heated.
This contributes to a healthy living environment and provides lasting protection
for the building while saving energy efficiently in line with the German Energy
Saving Regulations (EnEV).

The heat recovery principle:
Fresh, cold outdoor air is drawn in
Used, warm air from the room is extraced
Path through the heat exchanger: the
heat from the exhaust air is transferred to the supply air, warming it up
Reduced heating costs and humidity
in the room

I N S TA L L AT I O N I N T H E
WINDOW LINTEL
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Our innovative wall-mounted ventilators.
The right solution for every need.

Page 10
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AEROMAT VT with heat recovery

AEROMAT VT

The compact window ventilator with heat
recovery, optimal air throughput and effective sound absorption.

First-rate window ventilator with a modular
design. Versatility even for challenging facade
solutions.

Page 14
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AEROMAT mini

AEROMAT 80

Window rebate ventilator with
optional turn lock.

Needs-based passive ventilator with
minimal design height.

An overview of the many
different configuration options:
Ventilator type

Airflow

Filter technology

Ventilator benefits

Active ventilator

Supply air

Coarse dust filter

Sound insulation

Passive ventilator

Supply air and

Fine dust and pollen filter

Heat recovery

exhaust air
Suitable for bedrooms

Supply air or
exhaust air
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AEROMAT midi HY

AEROMAT midi


Window
ventilator with humidity control for
demand-based minimum ventilation, with
optional rotary switch (3F).

The intelligent passive ventilator with
the double locking mechanism.
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AEROMAT 100

AEROMAT 150

Controlled fresh air supply with
outstanding sound absorption.

Very high air throughput with no
draughts for large rooms.
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AEROMAT VT with heat recovery
The compact window ventilator
with heat recovery, optimal
air throughput and effective
sound absorption.

Strong features for even more versatility. A redesigned
front profile allows the ventilation unit to be integrated
perfectly into modern interior design settings. A new push
button with integrated filter change indicator provides a
wide range of operating options. Other benefits include
excellent heat recovery efficiency without an especially high
air throughput with low internal noise and effective sound
absorption. Its versatility is also evident during installation:
it can be easily integrated into almost any facade. The low
height of 100 mm even permits concealed installation, such
as in the top of the window lintel area.
Installation features:
Optimal integration in facade thanks to compact design
Concealed installation possible
Suitable for renovations and new build
Vertical installation possible (AEROMAT VT WRG 1000)
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I N S TA L L AT I O N I N T H E W I N D O W L I N T E L

AEROMAT VT with heat recovery 1000 and 1100
product features:
Healthy indoor environment due to simultaneous ventilation and extraction, with pre-heated fresh air
Control button with modern LED status indicator
Optional integration of humidity, temperature and CO2/
VOC sensors
High air throughput with three-stage radial fan with low
inherent noise and including power setting
Effective sound absorption of over 50 dB
Suitable for living spaces (bedrooms, children’s rooms,
hotel rooms, etc.), schools and office buildings
With F7 and G3 filters, including filter change indicator
Variant tested in accordance with VDI 6022 also available
(AEROMAT VT WRG 1000)
Smart version can be operated with the SIEGENIA Comfort
app

I N S TA L L AT I O N I N T H E W I N D O W S I L L

V E RT I C A L I N S TA L L AT I O N

AEROMAT VT
First-class window-mounted
ventilator with a modular design:
Versatility even for challenging
facade solutions.

Technically demanding projects require flexible solutions.
The AEROMAT VT keeps all options open thanks to its
modular design and can be adapted to optimally suit individual requirements. A redesigned front profile allows
the ventilation unit to be integrated perfectly into modern
interior design settings. It impresses with some first-class
features – from effective sound absorption to low energy
consumption.

AEROMAT VT customer-specific installation variants:
Many years of working alongside architects and specialist
designers have resulted in proposals for almost every type of
installation – from concealed integration into the facade to
incorporation into the design.

AEROMAT VT product and installation features:
Now even better looking, with new front profile
High sound absorption and high air throughput with
low inherent noise and individual air volume control
Casing profiles in white or black
Modular, individually customisable ventilator design
Easy installation and adaptation to building structure
Optimal integration in facade thanks to low-profile
design

Vertical installation next to the window:
Ventilation even when the roller shutter is down thanks to
the vertical installation between the window reveal and the
window frame/guiding rail of the roller shutter – air can flow
freely between the guiding rail and the masonry

Installation below the ceiling:
Secured to the ceiling with a hole drilled through the supporting parts for structural reasons

Installation with wall duct
concealed in the wall

Installation in the
window lintel

The 2 variants of the standard AEROMAT VT unit:
AEROMAT VT DS:
Passive pressure differential ventilator with individual
control of air flow rate
AEROMAT VT RS:
Motor-driven ventilator with operator push button for
three power settings with low inherent noise
AEROMAT VT accessories:
Weather grille for installation in the head or sill
Window sill channel
Electric lock
Insect grille
Trap valve
G3 and F7 filters
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AEROMAT midi HY
Window ventilator with humidity
control for demand-based minimum
ventilation, with optional rotary
switch (3F).

Minimum ventilation with humidity protection in accordance with DIN 1946-6: The multi-layer fabric bands of the
AEROMAT midi HY react to changes in the relative air
humidity and adapt the size of the supply air inlet to the
demand. The passive window ventilator uses the natural
pressure differential. This ensures demand-based control of
the room humidity in accordance with DIN 1946-6. Maximum room comfort is provided by ventilators equipped
with a sound insulation module, which with 42 dB capacity
achieves peak values in terms of sound absorption.
Two upgrades now provide even higher performance levels
and flexibility. The AEROMAT midi HY 3F version with rotary
switch, which offers additional, manual control options
is now available. In addition to the possibility of humidity
control (H), these also now include the targeted utilisation
of the maximum air flow rate (2) and locking of the closure
(1). The upgrade with the duct set is also new. In this way,
the ventilator can also be installed in the frame or mounted
to the attachment profile.
Installation features:
Easy integration into production processes
For horizontal installation in timber, PVC or aluminium
windows
Suitable for renovations and new build
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A E R O M AT m idi H Y 3 F V E R S I O N W I T H R O TA RY S W I T C H

AEROMAT midi HY product features:
Passive window ventilator with humidity control for
demand-based minimum ventilation
Air intake regulation based on the relative humidity as per
DIN 1946-6
Modern and discreet look due to its rounded shape and
narrow weather grille
Optional version with sound insulation module for sound
insulation up to 42 dB
Optionally available in the special colours grey, brown and
black
Duct set with the familiar weather grille of the AEROMAT
midi
Easy to clean ventilator

AEROMAT midi HY 3F with rotary switch product features:
In the AEROMAT midi HY 3F version with rotary switch, the
following functions can be set:
Closure locking while maintaining minimum ventilation
Control based on humidity
Maximum air flow rate

I N S TA L L AT I O N : I N F R A M E
AND SASH

I N AT TA C H M E N T P R O F I L E
WITH DUCT SET

AEROMAT midi
The intelligent passive ventilator with
the double locking mechanism.

The secret to AEROMAT midi’s success is its inner qualities
– to be precise: its intelligent design with a double locking mechanism. Also impressive are the volumetric flow
limiter and the insect screen which is integrated into the
weather grille. Thanks to these intelligent features, the
natural pressure differential facilitates ventilation, reliably
and automatically satisfying the need for fresh air, whilst
ensuring exceptionally high levels of comfort. In a nutshell,
it provides pleasantly powerful ventilation suited to your
needs. AEROMAT midi is also ideal for use as an air vent for
a central air extraction system.
The ventilator’s appearance is enhanced by the lack of
visible fixing screws. User-friendliness is also a key consideration: the AEROMAT midi can be dismantled simply without
any tools, making cleaning easy.

AEROMAT midi product features:
Intelligent design with double locking mechanism
Volumetric flow limiter
Insect screen integrated into weather grille
Concealed fixing screws ensure attractive appearance
Fan can be dismantled without tools to allow for easy
cleaning
Installation features:
Use with or without channel
The small size of the weather grille permits use with a wide
range of roller shutters
Sound insulating elements possible internally and
externally
Variants of the AEROMAT midi with or without air duct:
Without sound absorption module
With sound absorption module inside
With sound absorption module outside
With sound absorption module inside and outside

I N S TA L L AT I O N : I N F R A M E

IN SASH

IN FRAME AND SASH

I N AT TA C H M E N T P R O F I L E
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AEROMAT mini
Window rebate ventilator
with optional turn lock.

As an energy-saving passive ventilator, the AEROMAT mini
offers big benefits for the smallest room: its fresh air supply
with flow control ensures a comfortable living environment.
The AEROMAT mini can be easily installed in timber, PVC
and aluminium windows so that it is almost invisible.
AEROMAT mini product features:
Passive ventilation: controlled, steady fresh air supply
with closed windows
Mould prevention and humidity control in accordance
with DIN 1946-6
Concealed in window rebate and easy to upgrade
Self-regulating volumetric flow limiter stops draughts
Installation features:
Fast and easy integration into production processes
Narrow design for flexible installation and very small sash
sizes
Horizontal installation at the top and on the hinge side
with standard screws
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AEROMAT 80
Needs-based passive ventilator with minimal design.

Big features in a small package. At a height of just 80 mm,
this passive ventilator can be installed easily, universally and
flexibly in every type of window. Despite its slim dimensions, it offers truly outstanding sound absorption. Without
any electricity consumption or noise pollution from outside,
it provides the fresh air needed using the pressure differential for a comfortable and healthy indoor environment. This
makes the AEROMAT 80 perfect for bedrooms and living
spaces too.
AEROMAT 80 product features:
Fresh air supply on demand with windows closed
Effective sound absorption to stop noise pollution
Diffused air outlet prevents draughts
Air throughput as needed: approx. 15–90 m³/h at 10 Pa
Installation features:
Can be integrated in any window design thanks to height
of just 80 mm
Variable installation (vertical next to window or horizontal above window)

I N S TA L L AT I O N I N G L A Z I N G

I N S TA L L AT I O N I N H E A D

R E B AT E

OR SILL

AEROMAT 100
Controlled fresh air supply with
outstanding sound absorption.

When the requirements for air throughput and noise protection increase, this is when the AEROMAT 100 passive
ventilator comes into the picture. It ventilates rooms while
providing outstanding sound insulation, saving energy via
pressure differential. This window ventilator is suitable for
residential use as well as use in offices, hospitals and hotels.

Installation features:
Can be integrated into any window design thanks to a
height of just 100 mm
Variable installation (horizontal or vertical next to
window)
Mounting profile accessory for installation in the glazing
rebate

I N S TA L L AT I O N I N G L A Z I N G

I N S TA L L AT I O N I N H E A D

R E B AT E

OR SILL

AEROMAT 100 product features:
Ventilates rooms while providing outstanding sound
insulation
Comfort thanks to diffused air outlet
On demand air throughput: approx. 20–30 m 3/h at 10 Pa
Standard noise-level difference D n,e,w: approx. 49–46 dB
Passive ventilator only without fan
Operated by hand or with a control rod (type DG)
Optionally with flow control
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AEROMAT 150
Highest air throughput with
no draughts for large rooms.

Performance as high as you need: The especially high air
throughput predestines the AEROMAT 150 for office and administration buildings in particular. Draughts are completely
prevented in the air outlet over the entire ventilator length.
Basically the passive ventilator can be used optionally in all
windows made of timber, PVC or aluminium (horizontal position above or below window as well as installed vertically
beside the window).
Installation features:
Can be integrated into a wide range of window designs
thanks to a height of just 150 mm
Variable installation: Upright next to window or horizontal above window
Can also be installed in the head or sill or in mullion/
transom constructions
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I N S TA L L AT I O N I N H E A D O R S I L L

AEROMAT 150 product features:
Fresh air supply on demand with windows closed
Effective sound absorption to stop noise pollution from
outside
Air throughput: approx. 60 m³/h at 10 Pa
Standard noise-level difference D n,e,w: approx. 51 dB
Sound absorbing, thermally separated air supply element
for integration in window or facade systems
Operated with knob

SENSOAIR
The intelligent air quality
sensor with CO2- and VOCcontrol for activating
window-mounted and
wall-mounted ventilators.

The SENSOAIR gives you the green light for clean air and
a healthy sense of well-being for maximum benefit. The
intelligent air quality sensor registers many different types
of pollution in the room air – before the human body can
even react and the recommended values have been exceeded. By automatically activating the wall-mounted or
window-mounted ventilators as needed, it combats CO2 ,
nicotine, smoke and unpleasant odours for air quality that
you can see. The current status of the air in the room can
be checked with a glance at the ventilation traffic lights
integrated into the casing.
SENSOAIR product features:
Recognises many different pollutants in the room air
For simple, convenient and needs-based ventilation
Elegant design, trouble-free installation
Can be used anywhere with conventional wiring

SENSOAIR function options:
SENSOAIR plus for controlling ventilation units and
motorised drives
SENSOAIR smart for integration in the SIEGENIA Comfort
app
Technical specifications:
Sensor measuring range:
350–3000 ppm
		 		(CO2 and VOCs)
Supply voltage:		
230 V AC/24 V DC
				(depending on the unit)
Power consumption:		
1.5 W
Casing:			Surface mounted, ASA;
		 		
RAL 9003 signal white
Dimensions:			154 mm x 98 mm x 39 mm

Increase of the CO2 concentration
in the air in the room

CO2- concentration

Comfort level

Closed window

Time

Closed window, open window
Controlled ventilation , closed window

Example of device control:

SENSOAIR DETECTS

AND TRANSMITS

V E N T I L AT O R , E . G .

POOR ROOM AIR

CONTROL SIGNALS

A E R O M AT V T W I T H

BY C A B L E O R W I R E-

H E AT R E C O V E RY,

LESS LAN TO THE

WHICH SUPPLIES

WINDOW

FRESH AIR TO THE
ROOM
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Window
ventilators

AEROMAT 80

AEROMAT 100

AEROMAT 150

D*

D*

DD*

Ventilator type
Sound absorption in accordance
with DIN EN 10140-2 RW1,9 / D n,e,w

21 dB/
28 dB

33 dB/
40 dB

36 dB/
43 dB

40 dB/
47 dB

39 dB/
46 dB

42 dB/
49 dB

44 dB/51 dB

Air throughput at 2 Pa in [m3/h]

38 m3/h

13 m3/h

11 m3/h

7 m3/h

13 m3/h

9 m3/h

29 m3/h

Air throughput at 4 Pa in [m3/h]

56 m3/h

18 m3/h

16 m3/h

10 m3/h

18 m3/h

13 m3/h

40 m3/h

Air throughput at 5 Pa in [m3/h]

63 m3/h

21 m3/h

18 m3/h

11 m3/h

21 m3/h

14 m3/h

44 m3/h

Air throughput at 7 Pa in [m3/h]

76 m3/h

25 m3/h

21 m3/h

13 m3/h

25 m3/h

17 m 3/h

51 m3/h

Air throughput at 8 Pa in [m3/h]

80 m3/h

26 m3/h

23 m3/h

14 m3/h

27 m3/h

18 m 3/h

54 m3/h

Air throughput at 10 Pa in [m3/h]

90 m3/h

30 m3/h

26 m3/h

15 m3/h

30 m3/h

20 m 3/h

60 m3/h

Air throughput with blower
Internal noise LpA (in accordance
with EN ISO 3745 / at 8 dB room
attuation)
Heat recovery efficiency
Sensors recommended
SEC class
Optional additional air duct

Yes

Yes

Filter
Manual closing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Motorised closing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Available as an option

Available as an option

1,9 W/m²K

1,68 W/m²K

2,70 W/m²K

Installation height

80 mm

100 mm

150 mm

Installation depth

95 mm

140 mm

190 mm

Ventilator length

200 mm – 3000 mm

508 mm – 3000 mm

600 mm – 3000 mm

Vertical
Horizontal

Vertical
Horizontal

Vertical
Horizontal

Glazing rebate
Head or sill

Glazing rebate
Head or sill

Head or sill
Mullion/transom***

U-value in accordance with EN
ISO 6946

Installation option

Installation location

CE electrical connection
Electrical power consumption

Aluminium/EV1 silver, anodized dark bronze,

Surface/colour

RAL 9016 white coated, special RAL colours upon request

With optional control rod
Additional information

With optional control rod

Control cord
With optional flow control
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* Air throughput measured with ventilator length of 1200 mm

** Air throughput measured with ventilator length of 1000 mm ***Mounting frame required

Window
ventilators

Ventilator type
Sound absorption in accordance
with DIN EN 10140-2 RW1,9 / D n,e,w

AEROMAT VT

AEROMAT VT
with heat recovery

DS**

RS

VT WRG 1000

VT WRG 1100

49 dB/56 dB

50 dB/57 dB

47 dB/54 dB

48 dB/55 dB

Air throughput at 2 Pa in [m3/h]

8 m3/h

Air throughput at 4 Pa in [m3/h]

11 m3/h

Air throughput at 5 Pa in [m3/h]

13 m3/h

Air throughput at 7 Pa in [m3/h]

15 m3/h

Air throughput at 8 Pa in [m3/h]

16 m3/h

Air throughput at 10 Pa in [m3/h]

18 m3/h

18 m3/h

Air throughput with blower
Internal noise LpA (in accordance
with EN ISO 3745 / at 8 dB room
attuation))

Level 1: 30 m3/h
Level 2: 43 m3/h
Level 3: 56 m3/h

Level 1: 22 m3/h
Level 2: 38 m3/h
Level 3: 52 m3/h

Level 1: 20 m3/h
Level 2: 37 m3/h
Level 3: 56 m3/h

Level 1: 16 dB(A)
Level 2: 26 dB(A)
Level 3: 33 dB(A)

Level 1: 24 dB(A)
Level 2: 36 dB(A)
Level 3: 43 dB(A)

Level 1: 20 dB(A)
Level 2: 27 dB(A)
Level 3: 38 dB(A)

Heat recovery efficiency

up to 62 %

Sensors recommended

Humidity or CO2/VOC sensors

SEC class

B

Optional additional air duct
Filter

Yes
G3 or M5 with separate filter
compartment as an option

Exhaust air: G3
Supply air: F7

Yes

Yes

Manual closing
Motorised closing

Available as an option

U-value in accordance with EN
ISO 6946
Installation height

0,25 W/m²K

0,55 W/m²K

100 mm

100 mm

Installation depth

200 mm – 500 mm

300 mm – 500 mm

320 mm – 500 mm

380 mm – 500 mm

Ventilator length

520 mm – 3000 mm
Longer: on request

725 mm – 3000 mm
Longer: on request

1000 mm – 3000 mm

1150 mm – 3000 mm

Vertical
Horizontal

Vertical
Horizontal

Horizontal

Sill (concealed)
Lintel
Mullion/transom***
Reveal
Floor: VT–F upon request

Sill (concealed)
Lintel
Mullion/transom***
Reveal

Wall (concealed)
Lintel

Installation option

Installation location

CE electrical connection
Electrical power consumption

Surface/colour

230 V
Level 1: 4 W
Level 2: 7 W
Level 3: 18 W
Aluminium/RAL 9016 white
coated, special RAL colours
upon request

Further options upon request:
VT DS2/VT RS2/VT DSG

Additional information

Optional trap valve and
window sill channel
AEROMAT VT RS smart version can be operated with the
SIEGENIA Comfort app, notes on compatibility at
www.siegenia.com/qr/comfort-app/faq

230 V
Level 1: 5 W
Level 2: 12 W
Level 3: 24 W

Level 1: 7 W
Level 2: 11 W
Level 3: 21 W

Aluminium/RAL 9016 white
coated, special RAL colours
upon request

Optional window sill channel
with additional power setting
Smart version can be operated with the
SIEGENIA Comfort app, notes on compatibility at
www.siegenia.com/qr/comfort-app/faq
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Window
ventilators

AEROMAT mini

AEROMAT midi

With air duct
With sound absorption module inside and outside

Ventilator type
Sound absorption in accordance

Depends on window

41 dB

Air throughput at 2 Pa in [m3/h]

2  *

13

Air throughput at 4 Pa in [m3/h]

3*

18

Air throughput at 5 Pa in [m3/h]

3*

21

Air throughput at 7 Pa in [m3/h]

5*

25

Air throughput at 8 Pa in [m3/h]

5*

26

Air throughput at 10 Pa in [m3/h]

6*

30

with DIN EN 10140-2 ,D n,e,w

Air throughput at 20 Pa in [m3/h]

32

Volumetric flow limiter

Manual closing

Installation height

Standard

Standard

With optional turn lock

Yes

21,3 mm

ca. 40 mm

Installation depth inside

48 mm

Installation depth

16,4 mm

Installation depth outside

49 mm

Channel depth

60 – 88 mm

Ventilator length

Installation option

Installation location

Surface/colour

125 mm

417 mm

Vertical
Horizontal

Horizontal

Frame rebate

Frame
Sash
Frame and sash

PVC/RAL 9016 white

PVC/aluminium
RAL 9016
Special RAL colours upon request

Standard noise-level difference without
sound absorption module D n,e,w 35 dB
Standard noise-level difference with
sound absorption module inside D n,e,w 38 dB
Additional information

Special colours upon request for
3000 Sitems or more

Standard noise-level difference with
sound absorption module outside D n,e,w 37 dB
Standard noise-level difference with
sound absorption module inside and outside
D n,e,w 41 dB

*With installation in pairs (depending on the profile)
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Window
ventilators

AEROMAT midi HY

Ventilator type
Sound absorption in accordance
with DIN EN 10140-2 ,D n,e,w

Standard 38 dB /
with sound insulation module 42 dB

Air throughput at 2 Pa in [m3/h]

2 – 14

Air throughput at 4 Pa in [m3/h]

3 – 20

Air throughput at 5 Pa in [m3/h]

3 – 23

Air throughput at 7 Pa in [m3/h]

3 – 27

Air throughput at 8 Pa in [m3/h]

4 – 29

Air throughput at 10 Pa in [m3/h]

4 – 32

Air throughput at 20 Pa in [m3/h]

Volumetric flow limiter

Humidity controlled

Manual closing

Installation height

Installation depth inside

45 mm

40 mm/64 mm

Installation depth

Installation depth outside

12 mm

Channel depth

Ventilator length

Installation option

Installation location

Surface/colour

420 mm

Horizontal

Frame rebate

PVC
Similar to RAL 9016

Optionally available in the special colours grey,
brown and black
Additional information

Rotary switch version with 3 functions
Accessories: Duct set
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Smart operation via the
SIEGENIA Comfort app.
One app controls everyting.

Convenience starts with easy operation: SIEGENIA Comfort product benefits:
the SIEGENIA Comfort app allows you
Convenient operation of SIEGENIA
to operate a range of SIEGENIA devices
devices using a smartphone, tablet or
using your own smartphone or tablet.
PC, either as a stand-alone solution or
This removes the need for individuintegrated in the local Wi-Fi network
al control from a wireless or infrared
No need for additional remote control
remote control. Using products ranging
Perfect control thanks to feedback
from the AEROMAT VT window-mountabout the device status or command
ed ventilator with heat recovery to the
execution
DRIVE axxent DK smart motorised drive
Easy, intuitive component start-up by
and the KFV GENIUS, you can open
an installation wizard integrated in
doors or windows, or control ventilators,
the app
depending on the product you choose.
Compatible with iOS 8.0 or newer,
iPhone, iPad and iPod touch, as well as
Convenience from operation to function:
with Android 5.0 or newer
Depending on the functions offered by
the individual devices, the app ensures
perfect control by providing reliable
feedback about the device status or
executing commands. The technology
this requires is a Wi-Fi-enabled (smart)
version of each device, which can either
be used as a Wi-Fi off-grid stand-alone
solution or integrated into the local WiFi network.
The SIEGENIA Comfort app is free of
charge. SSL encryption ensures the secure communication that you normally
experience during banking transactions.
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Head Office:

Phone: +49 271 3931-0

Industriestraße 1–3

Telefax: +49 271 3931-333

57234 Wilnsdorf

info@siegenia.com

GERMANY

www.siegenia.com

Austria Phone: +43 6225 8301

India Phone: +91 124 4342302

Belarus Phone: +375 17 2573988

Italy Phone: +39 02 9353601

Benelux Phone: +31 85 4861080

Poland Phone: +48 77 4477700

China Phone: +86 316 5998198

Russia Phone: +7 495 7211762

France Phone: +33 3 89618131

South Korea Phone: +82 31 7985590

Germany Phone: +49 271 39310

Switzerland Phone: +41 33 3461010

You can find address details for our

Great Britain Phone: +44 2476 622000

Turkey Phone: +90 216 5934151

international sites at: www.siegenia.com

Hungary Phone: +36 76 500810

Ukraine Phone: +380 44 4054969
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Contact your dealer:

Technical specifications and colours are subject to change.

SIEGENIA worldwide:

